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THE CFMEU’s ‘Kill a worker, go
to jail’ campaign is not
surprising in the wake of
recent workplace tragedies
where, in the last month, five
workers have tragically lost
their lives.

The union launched the
campaign following a court
hearing in Mackay where
Anglo Coal has pleaded guilty
to the death of Paul McGuire at
its Grasstree mine south of
Middlemount in 2014.

Mr McGuire, 36, was given
an incorrect job card which
sent him to an old sealed off
section of the mine.

That area was a 'goaf' - a
part of the mine where coal
had already been extracted; it
had been sealed and the air
inside was unbreathable and
fatal.

Mr McGuire opened the
hatch to the goaf, breathed in
the air and died almost
instantly.

Anglo Coal is facing fines of
up to $550,000 but the
prosecutor said a fine of
$100,000 was warranted.

The union wants the
Queensland Government to
strengthen action towards
employers in these situations.

“A petty fine doesn’t even
come close to bringing justice
to a grieving family –
employers need to know
negligence will not be
tolerated," the union said.

“In situations where
employers are found guilty of
negligence resulting in a
worker’s death, a sentence
with prison time must be
given.”

Compare the Anglo Coal
case to that of the 2010 Shen
Neng incident when the ship
ran into the Great Barrier Reef
and the man at the wheel was
jailed for two years.

He didn’t kill anyone but he
damaged one of our greatest
natural assets.

But what is more precious?
A life or the reef?

What price
for human
lives?
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I am sorry, but this is a
subject that makes me very
angry.

These cattle road trains
should never, ever be
allowed through town.

You say cars should be
more courteous to these
trucks.

Well how many times are
these cattle trucks running
the red lights on Lakes Creek
Rd now, as I have seen this
with my own eyes.

It will be too late when
someone else gets killed.

I hope I never have to say I
told you so.

Then another family has to
go through what my family
did and still do.

— Robyn Willis,
Rockyview

THIS is in answer to the text
from MC.

I am not ignorant but a
person who has had a
brother squashed to death
by a double decker fully
laden cattle truck in the
middle of the city of
Rockhampton.

My brother was Innocently
obeying the law waiting for a
train to pass in Fitzroy St
only to have a fully laden
double decker cattle truck
try and race the train.

To no avail but to be hit by
the train and have the cattle
truck squash my brother's
car and kill him.

I think lives are far more
important than saving so
called cattle and their
driver’s time.

Cattle trucks
should never
drive in town

CATTLE TRUCK: Letter writer Robyn Willis does not want to see cattle trucks drive through
town . Her brother was killed by one.

Stop procrastinating
over Rookwood
I AM not alone in saying
that I am well and truly over
political self interest
sending this country down
the gurgler and in particular
sending Queensland to the
sin bin.

Development is non
existent in our state under
the current State
Government and in
particular here in Central
Queensland.

Bill Byrne has done
absolutely nothing in this
area since his election to
Parliament other than throw
up obstacles.

His predecessor would
have been going into bat for
his electorate but not so Bill
Byrne. He holds a position

as Minister in the
Government which should
mean big things for this
area but obviously he holds
no sway in the party.

The proposed Rookwood
weir is the best example.
The public aren’t fools. This
proposal has been around
for years and has been
studied and well accepted as
being of enormous benefit
with significant beneficial
economic consequences.

The Federal Government
have put up their share of
the money. There is only
one reason why it is being
delayed and it is political.

The State Government is
desperate to find a reason
why it shouldn’t proceed
because they are afraid it
might look like an LNP
initiative which it probably
is.

So what? Who cares who
invented the wheel?

Bill Byrne keeps saying it
needs yet another study to
prove it’s viability.

Bill Byrne is an ex-army
man. I would have thought
that in the army
(particularly anyone with
any rank) one would be
trained to act quickly and
decisively in the face of an
advancing enemy.

Standing around having
an inquiry in those
circumstances inevitably
leads to defeat. One must
make decisions and accept
risk. None of us can ever be
certain about an outcome
even with the benefit of all
the inquiries in the world.

If one doesn’t have the
ability to assess a situation
and act in a timely manner
then the world will pass you
by. Business does it all the
time.

Forget the self interest
Bill Byrne, because you are
currently facing a fast
advancing enemy and that
enemy is poverty, stagnation
and the future welfare of
numerous people and their
families.

Rocky used to be the
number two city in

Queensland but where are
we now? Number 22
perhaps?

For goodness sake show a
bit of guts and get off your
blot and act. Make a
decision. That’s what you
and your government are
paid big dollars to do. Do it.

And finally please don’t
insult us all by having your
letter writer drum up some
crap about needing
economic assurance and all
that goes with. Make a
decision and live with it.

— Robin Geldard
Rockhampton

Who are the
real clowns here?
AFTER reading the paper
these past few days I have to
really wonder who are
really the clowns of the day.

❝
Rocky used
to be the

number two city
in Queensland but
where are we now

HAVE you ever considered
where all the money goes?
The billions of dollars spent
on Aboriginal welfare, the
hundreds of millions in
support for single mums and
domestic violence.

What about the costs of
running Fair Work
Australia, the
Anti-Discrimination
Commission, the Australian

Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) and
the Australian Securities
and Investments
Commission (ASIC).

There’s no doubting the
welfare of Aboriginal people
is an obligation
fundamentally linked to
Australia’s history. Likewise
support for single mums and
victims of domestic violence
can only be seen as an
integral part of a wealthy
and civilised society. It’d be
a big call to do away with
employment, consumer and
corporate regulation – as
free market as I am, I am
not so silly as to think that
everyone always works for

the best interest of all.
Here is the thing though.

What outcomes are we
getting for the money we
spend on these initiatives?
How much community
support and regulation is
enough? Could it be that
many of the proponents of
these supposedly society

friendly organisations are in
fact taking us for a ride?

Consider Aboriginal
welfare.

According to Indigenous
leader Noel Pearson, more
than $30 billion a year is
spent on measures that,
among other things, are
supposed to assist often
dysfunctional communities,
stripped of culture and
meaning. Some of it is spent
on painting rocks (literally).
It’s been going on for years,
but still there is no
improvement. In Bourke, far
sighted indigenous
residents (the Men of
Bourke) have voiced their
own criticisms of

Non-Government
Organisations, seemingly
providing exactly the same
services to exactly the same
disadvantaged residents,
over and over again.

Pearson calls for more
accountability and
initiatives designed to
deliver confidence and
empowerment; he is often
howled down, sometimes by
his own people. But look
around our region. The
Wade Manns, The Ghenoa
Ghelas, the Samara Tobys,
the confident man in the
Gumbi-Gumbi shirt and
many others. People that
make me envious that they
have a heritage (however

What are we really getting
❝

What
outcomes

are we getting for
the money we
spend
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